A PubMed search for HIV-related publications from 2011 yields a whopping 15 091 total, or over 40 studies a day. No one can read or remember all this; unsettlingly, no one knows the full HIV literature. The explosion of high throughput data makes the deluge even worse. Genomewide small interfering RNA (siRNA) screens and proteomic scans regularly yield results for all 20 000 human genes. The Solexa/Illumina HiSeq (San Diego, California, USA) instrument can produce more than 100 billion bases of sequence information in a single instrument run, and runs are accumulating addressing questions in HIV research. Data from genome-wide association studies, HIV resistance testing and epidemiological tracking all add to the flood. Given this gigantic volume of data, the development of digestible summaries becomes as important as generating the data itself. Here we briefly list some of the main sources of data and efforts to develop new tools to work with them, particularly focusing on a new tool for analysing genome-wide screens for human genes affecting HIV replication. Links to web sites mentioned in the article are collected in Table 1 .
Several groups have started to develop data repositories and computational tools for HIV research, providing important starting points. The National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) hosts the largest effort, centralizing data on the scientific literature, DNA sequences, gene structure and many other topics [1] . NCBI serves an important archiving function, but retrieving high-throughput data is often challenging, and few analytical tools are available. The Los Alamos HIV Databases houses HIV sequences and data on mapped epitopes, together with useful alignments and some tools for working with the data [2] . The Stanford University HIV Drug Resistance Database provides a key resource for information on HIV mutations conferring resistance to antiviral agents [3] . GPS-Prot provides an innovative way for starting with an HIV protein, calling up well vetted binding proteins and exploring multiple types of annotation from there [4] . Vince Racaniello's web show on virology is another favourite.
Here we introduce a new web site -HIVsystemsbiology.org -that collects Big Data on HIV and starts to provide tools to distil them ( Fig. 1 ). One tool is the Gene Overlapper, which collects data from genome-wide screens of human gene products affecting HIVand enables analysis of overlap among sets. This is paired with a second resource, the HIV Replication Cycle site, which is accessible through HIVsystemsbiology.org and provides context for the genome-wide data. Unfortunately, large data sets often come with very limited background, greatly reducing their usefulness. Without detailed information on a sample's origins, it is difficult to follow up with much confidence. Data need to be paired with summaries that are web based, rich in context and as inviting to users as possible, obvious from experience but surprisingly hard to implement.
The HIV Replication Cycle site presents a review of HIV replication in cells, but linked to extensive web-based resources. Accounts of the HIV proteins are enhanced with movies of HIV protein structures to allow visualization in three dimensions. Numerous web links lead from the site to other resources. One link allows readers to navigate out on to the human genome and surf around, viewing positions of HIV integration sites. All images, movies and other materials are available for free download for use by AIDS researchers and educators. Importantly in this context, simple explanations of different parts of the HIV replication cycle are linked to large data sets available for study in the Gene Overlapper site.
The Overlapper site houses 39 lists of genes called in different genome-wide screens for links to HIV, and the number is growing steadily. Included are results from three genome-side siRNA screens [5] [6] [7] and a cDNA overexpression screen [8] , allowing intersections among these gene sets to be explored. Other types of data may be of interest in further comparisons, for example data from screens for human proteins binding to HIV proteins. Nineteen lists from such screens are included [9] . Additional gene lists describe computational scans for gene products important in HIV replication [10] , results of genome-wide association studies [11] and siRNA screens against other viruses (e.g. [12] ). Each of these types of data have significant noise in addition to the signal, but filtering over multiple such screens can help clarify the best supported genes (e.g. [6] ). Once genes are identified in lists, clicking on the gene name takes the user to detailed annotation at NCBI.
For each list, data are housed together with simple descriptions of what is in the list, and what background the genes in the list were drawn from. For published studies, the reference is included as a link to the PubMed entry, allowing easy access to detailed background information.
Once genes of interest are identified, lists can be overlapped against additional types of lists for more detailed interpretation. One goal, for example, might be identifying cellular targets for potential antiviral agents. For this, one might want to identify human genes that encode proteins from 'druggable' gene families, or genes that are dispensable when knocked out in mice and so might not be toxic when inhibited in humans. Each of these lists are available under 'Other comparator gene lists'.
An important goal of this initiative is to 'crowd-source' discovery of human genes important in HIV biology. The Overlapper site currently contains 39 gene lists, which can be formed into more than 500 billion subsets. Obviously no single individual is going to look for overlaps among all the possible subsets by hand. Thus a blog is embedded in the Overlapper site, allowing users to list data sets tested and any interesting results they would like to share. The blog also collects feedback from users on new lists to add or suggestions for improving the site.
Last year crowd-sourcing resulted in the solution of the molecular structure of a retroviral protease [13] . X-ray analysis had been performed on crystals of the Mason-Pfizer monkey virus protease, and a low-resolution nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) structure was available, but the quality of the NMR structure was insufficient to solve the phases in the X-ray data by molecular replacement. Gamers playing Foldit improved the fold inferred from NMR data, allowing researchers to obtain starting phases and ultimately solve the X-ray structure at a high resolution. For genome-wide screens, who knows? Maybe the tools could be made inviting enough that gamers as well as scientists could be lured into playing around with HIV data and identifying some important new host factors.
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